The US Campaign for Palestinian Rights: A Deceptive Name for a Coalition of Extremists

The US Campaign for Palestinian Rights (USCPR) is a coalition of over 300 organizations, who joined together shortly after the Second Intifada in 2001 to coordinate their efforts and develop a single national voice. Formerly known as the US Campaign to End the Israeli Occupation, USCPR seeks to achieve “no less than the transformation of U.S. public opinion” so that America ceases to support Israel. Indeed, USCPR is “at the very heart” of the global Boycott, Divestment, and Sanctions (BDS) Movement’s efforts to isolate Israel in the U.S. In recent years, it has begun actively pressuring federal government officials to further this agenda – ramping up its presence in DC and employing multiple lobbyists. While USCPR claims to advocate for justice and human rights, it is in fact a coalition of extremists promoting a campaign of hate which harms Israelis and Palestinians alike.

USCPR’s members and partners have a disturbing history of promoting hate and supporting racist terrorist groups.

- USCPR’s Steering Committee has included American Muslims for Palestine (AMP), whose leaders and speakers have engaged in racism, homophobia, support for terrorism, and genocide denial.
- USCPR member Al-Awda, “traffics in racism and wild conspiracy theories,” and its leaders have, “celebrated the murder of innocent civilians.” Al-Awda is also the fiscal sponsor of the US Campaign for the Academic and Cultural Boycott of Israel (USACBI) – another key USCPR group.
- USACBI and USCPR officially boycott all, “academic activities and projects involving Palestinians and/or other Arabs on one side and Israelis on the other,” unless the Israelis involved agree in advance to support all of the BDS Movement’s political demands. In effect, this means they oppose any effort to build peace and coexistence between Palestinians and the vast majority of Israelis.
- On September 12th, 2017, USCPR member, the Monterey Peace & Justice Center, screened a speech by Christopher Bollyn – an anti-Semitic conspiracy theorist who claims Israel and Jews were responsible for 9/11. The stated purpose of their event was to “commemorate the victims of 9/11.”
- In 2017 alone, UCSPR Steering Committee member Jewish Voice for Peace (JVP):
  - Supported blatant anti-Semitism by organizers of the Chicago Dyke March, after they ejected a number of Jewish participants for holding a pride flag with the Star of David on it.
  - Launched an anti-Semitic campaign falsely claiming that Israel and American Jewish organizations are responsible for increased police brutality against people of color in America.
- USCPR member, the International Socialist Organization, published a call for “unconditional” support of the terrorist organization Hamas.
- USCPR itself, along with major member groups like JVP, AMP, Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP) and others ran a campaign glorifying convicted terrorist Rasmea Odeh. Odeh helped orchestrate the murder of two civilians, Edward Joffe and Leon Kanner, in 1969. USCPR and its allies have denied her guilt and tried to turn her into a social justice icon, even though Odeh’s own relative is on film confirming her involvement in the murder.
In effect, USCPR is the American wing of BDS – a global movement that seeks to eliminate Israel.

- USCPR is the fiscal sponsor of the Palestinian Boycott National Committee (BNC), which coordinates BDS globally. Mahmoud Nawajaa, the General Coordinator of the BNC, has publicly supported Hamas’ armed wing – the Al Qassam Brigades – on social media.

- One of the leading groups in the BNC is the Council of National and Islamic Forces - a coalition of Palestinian groups which includes the terrorist organizations Hamas and Islamic Jihad. The coordinator of the National and Islamic Forces is Khaled al-Batsh, a senior Islamic Jihad official.

- Omar Barghouti has said, “we oppose a Jewish state” and many other leading BDS activists have made similar statements. Norman Finkelstein, an infamous critic of Israel, has said that BDS is “not really talking about rights. They’re talking about [how] they want to destroy Israel.”

- One of BDS and USCPR’s main political demands is, a “right of return” to Israel for millions of Palestinian refugees. According to President Barack Obama, this would, “extinguish Israel as a Jewish state, and that’s not an option.” Similarly, Omar Barghouti has said that, “a return for refugees would end Israel’s existence as a Jewish state”.

- Noam Chomsky, one of Israel’s harshest critics, has accused BDS of calling for “the destruction of Israel,” and said that “if you really hate the Palestinians, [BDS] is a good step because it’s going to harm them.”

- Palestinian activist Walid Issa has said, “[w]hat I do not find acceptable... is indiscriminately boycotting, divesting from and sanctioning all Israelis... We help no one when we blindly inflict pain on Israelis no matter what the collateral damage is to Palestinians.”

In recent years, UCSPR has increased its efforts to pressure Congress and other government bodies.

- USCPR, as well as its members like AMP, JVP, and the American Friends Service Committee, employ numerous DC lobbyists. They run a variety of campaigns to push their anti-peace agenda in Congress.

- USCPR falsely claims legislative efforts against BDS constitute an assault on free speech, portraying itself as a defender of the 1st Amendment. Meanwhile, its member groups have repeatedly violated the right of Israelis to speak on campus, and USCPR has supported campaigns to cut off the free exchange of ideas between Israeli academics and the rest of the world.

- USCPR mobilized its members pressure the Democratic party to adopt anti-Israel positions at the 2016 Democratic National Convention (DNC). Anti-Israel extremists burned Israeli flags outside the event.

- USCPR is actively seeking to introduce BDS initiatives in local governments and city councils across the United States, following campaigns in Portland, Oregon and Berkeley, California.

It’s up to you and other people of conscience to ensure that USCPR’s campaign of hate fails. If they come to your community, educate your leaders and elected officials about what they really stand for.

Don’t allow USCPR to fuel more hatred and conflict. Support justice and peace for Israelis and Palestinians.